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Sign up for buzzfeed quizzes newsletter - Binge about the latest quiz, delivered directly to your inbox with the Quizzes newsletter! Getty Images Phone scams are becoming more sophisticated than ever to avoid, a new column by Inc. reveals. When unsuspecting people pick up, thieves can make money from premium fees, or even use their voice to allow other accounts. But a
quick glance can reveal whether a call means real business or not. In the past, criminals hid behind 900 figures that led to high charges, but the public quickly caught it. Then the scammers tested a new approach. Many of the schemes soon featured numbers 809, an international zone code from the Caribbean that seemed to originate in the United States. As familiar with that
ruse has also increased, scammers have since moved to other islands that still fall into the +1 country code. Criminals have been known to use caller ED with city code 473, which appears to be domestic but is actually a code of location on the island of Grenada, he wrote. According to AARP, taking calls from any of these foreign countries can cost $5 per minute or more. The
robot or the person behind it can also persuade listeners to spend money on sketches for a timer or cruise. In other schemes, people pretend that they need help or money because they are in danger. Steinberg advises never to return a missed call from an unknown number - if it's real, a person can send text or leave voicemail. Remember that it is unlikely that someone you don't
know who is in a disaster in a place you're not familiar with will dial a random number in another country and ask you to help them, he says. They're going to call the police. To protect your wallet, beware of rooms 473, 809 and 900. It also does not hurt to check missed calls by international zone codes starting with +1: International zone codes with +1 country code 242 – Bahamas
246 — Barbados 268 — Antigua 284 – British Virgin Islands 345 – Cayman Islands 441 – Bermuda 473 – Grenada, Carriacou and Petite Martinique 649 — Turks and Caicos 664 — Montserrat 721 — Sint Maarten 758 — St. Lucia 767 — Dominica 784 — Saint Vincent and the Grenadines 809, 829 and 849 — Dominican Republic 868 — Trinidad and Tobago 869 — Saint Kitts and
Nevis 876 — Jamaica [h/t 10TV This content is developed and maintained by a third party and imported on that page to help consumers provide their e-mail addresses. You can find more information about this and similar content at piano.io Postcodes and postal codes are numeric codes used to facilitate mail delivery, and location codes are used to specify the geographical
region phone number. Instead of cursing too big, big, phonebook, you can find and check the zip codes and area codes on the Internet quite easily. If you have an address or a partial address, you can find the zip code by using the USPS Zip/Postal Code Lookup tool on the U.S. Postal Service website. You can also search by city or state, or find all cities that are part of a specific
zip code. The international postcode site, overseen by Columbia University, has a wide index of domestic and international postcodes, in addition to postage acronyms, policies and best practices. You can also use various search engines to find zip codes. For example, use Google to search your zip code by address, enter what you know about the address to see a location map
with the zip code you added. You can even enter something like the South Laurel MD zip code to see them all in that area (and find links that show the full list of zip codes in that region). You can also enter a zip code to see the geographic location that belongs to, as well as the map and other related web results, such as cities that use that zip code. If you don't add a zip code at
the end of your search, Google may display unrelated information. For example, searching for 90210 reveals information about a TV series, and the zip code 90210 displays zip code information. You can find the zip code with DuckDuckGo as well. Enter the zip code and DuckDuckGo returns the map, postcode location, weather, real estate and other related web results. Postcode
review Bing brings back maps and locale maps of which city/locale it is associated with, such as grocery stores, hotels and cinemas. If you enter a partial address into the type, Bing will oversteed it and reveal the zip code. Much like with a zip code, you can use a search engine to find a city code when searching for a city. To do the opposite and find out what part of the country the
city code is associated with, just enter the city code into the search engine. If you want to find a city code with Google, enter the name of the city and state you're looking for, followed by the words City Code. Usually you will find what you need. On international lists, look for phrases such as kenyan calling code and you'll get an informative response with the numbers you'll need to
call that nation. Enter the city and state in the new Bing search and more than likely you'll see Google-like results that show the city code at the very top of the results. The same applies to international calling codes. Another way to find city code online is with Wolfram Alpha, which reports itself as Computing Intelligence. This data-driven search doesn't show results like others
mentioned on this page, but with a little digging, you can find a unique about cities and claims that you can not find another search engine. Using Yahoo to find city code is very similar to using Google; Google; Enter the name of the city and state followed by the city code, and you will get a direct result. Finding international codes is not as easy with Yahoo as it is with Google, but
you can of course still use Yahoo to find other sites that can provide you with this information. A number of websites specialize in finding area codes so that a simple search query can be undisclosed. You can use these free resources to find almost any city code and/or country calling code in the world: Location codes: Feature district codes mainly from the United States, although
other countries are also scattered here. BT Phonebook: Use this site to find area codes for UK country codes: This site asks which country you are calling from and to which you want to assign the correct country code, city code or both. LincMad: A zip code map that offers a visual view of zone codes in the United States and Canada.AllAreaCodes.com: Similar to LincMad, you will
get a full city code map in the U.S. and Canada, but also links to region-specific city code lists, information about district codes (such as wireless or landline, carrier when it was introduced), search tools, and printable zone code lists. Thank you for informing us! Tell me why! George Diebold/Getty Images The city code 578 is one of the unsigned codes for the North American
numbering plan, which includes the United States, Canada, certain Caribbean countries and U.S. territories. Using a phone number with a city code 578 means trying to hide the source of the call. The nanp area codes were first used in the early 1950s using 86 of the available codes for 152 districts. As the number of telephone users has increased over the decades, additional
district codes have been congested to complement the needs of higher density regions of the continent. For example, city code 917 overlaps with 212 and 718 city codes in the New York area to accommodate a large increase in the number of phone users. Area code 543 is currently not used in North America. The closest existing district codes are 541 in Eugene, Oregon and 551
in Newark, New Jersey. District codes are administered and maintained by the North American Numbering Plan Association or NANPA. What people usually call zone codes is officially known as NPA codes. Any three-digit set (000-999) is theoretically a city code, but only 316 of these codes are currently used. In addition, some codes are recorded as special markers of a
particular type. For example, the city code 800 is used for free calling when the recipient pays for the call instead of the caller. Ugurhan Betin/Getty Images City code 668 is not a valid city code in the United States. However, this is the valid area code Oujda, which is located in the from Morocco. Calls received from city code 668 can be traced back to telemarketing, account
collectors and inspectors. City code 668 is disguise a valid phone number to make it impossible to accurately identify the call or track the business that makes the call. Phone calls and text messages from this city code can be reported and added to the fake number list. Scam artists are also known to use invalid phone numbers. District codes 520 and 928 are typically (but not
exclusively) for all cities and towns that are not in the Metropolitan Area of Phoenix, Arizona. Arizona's largest city with district code 520 is Tucson. Arizona's largest city district code 928 is Flagstaff. See the Arizona Area Code Map. Note: These district codes only relate to landline lines. Mobile phone area codes are not restricted by geography. A person living in a home in one city
can receive a wireless service with another city code. Ajo, Arivaca, Arizona City, Benson, Bisbee, Bowie, Casa Grande, Catalina, Coolidge, Douglas, Eloy, Florence, Gila River Indian Community, Green Valley, Hayden, Huachuca City, Kearny, Mammoth, Marana, Maricopa, Nogales, Oracle, Air Valley, Patagonia, Pearce, Picacho/ Picacho Peak, Red Rock, Rio Rico, Sahuarita,
San Manuel, Sierra Vista, Sonoita, South Tucson, Sunsites, Superior, Tombstone, Tubac, Tucson, Willcox, Winkelman Alpine, Ash Fork, Bagdad, Bouse, Bullhead Chino Valley, chloride, Clarkdale, Clifton, Colorado City, Cottonwood, Dewey-Humboldt, Dolan Springs, Duncan, Eagar, Ehrenberg, Flagstaff, Fredonia, Gila Bend, Globe, Greer, Heber, Holbrook, Jerome, Joseph City,
Kingman, Lake Havasu City, Lake Montezuma, Lakeside, Mayer, McGuireville, Miami, Morenci, Oak Creek, Oatman, Overgaard, Page, Parker, Payson, Peeples Valley, Pima, Pine, Pine, Prescott, Prescott Valley, Quartzsite, Rimrock, Safford, Saint Johns, Salome, San Luis, Sedona The Seligman, Show Low, Snowflake, Somerton, Springerville, Star Valley, Strawberry, Taylor,
Thatcher, Tuba City, Verde Village, Wellton, Wenden, Wickenburg, Williams, Winslow, Yarnell, Young, Yuma Thanks for informing us! Know!
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